Message from BRAC President, Joe Root

RE: Mask Rules While Running Your Dog at BRAC’s March 26-28, 2021 Trial

DATE: February 5, 2021

Hello potential BRAC AKC Agility participants,

Covid numbers in North and South Carolina are moving in the right direction, but case rates remain disturbingly high. The Board believes that we can present a safe and enjoyable event, particularly at Pendleton, so we still plan to conduct the trial. We continue to monitor the pandemic and will take appropriate action if the situation deteriorates.

We do believe, however, that the situation warrants a requirement for masks while running, in addition to the general mask requirement. There are those who will see this as a serious encumbrance, and we regret the necessity for this move, but we need to put safety ahead of comfort. If developments move in a positive direction between now and the trial, we will consider relaxing this requirement. In any event, we will keep you informed of developments.

Please don’t hesitate to raise any questions you may have.

Best,

Joe Root
BRAC President